
Leadership Development with a Focus on !
the Unique Challenges of !

Women in the Tech Environment !
	



While many other organizations focus on simply getting “more women” into STEM, 
we are working in a compatible but different area: Expanding the Tech Talent 
Pipeline by advancing women at a critical stage in their careers

Our Mission 



Technology is becoming the central strategic driver across industries, yet women are losing ground as leaders 
in tech and tech companies:


•  The percentage of women in computing has DECLINED since 1991 when it reached a high of 36% 

•  In high tech companies, women quit at more than twice the rate of men: 44% vs 17%

•  In US companies, the number of women CIOs have been decreasing since 2010

Bottom line: If corporate leadership is increasingly tech-centered and women are not advancing in tech, 
women’s business leadership across all industries will likely take a giant step backwards. Women will have far 
fewer seats at the tables that matter, and companies will not have access to diverse leadership. 
 
	
	

The Challenge 



Our program is 
designed to address 
the unique challenges 
for women in tech 
through a strategy of 
extended commitment 
to development, 
community building, 
and collaboration with 
participants’ leaders 
and HR Professionals.



Navigate unwritten rules and take ownership of their career progression

Increase awareness of effective ways to communicate your value and sell your ideas

Expand skills for leading teams with critical nuances in presence, dealing with pushback, and more

Create their own Community of Women in Tech to draw upon on long after the program ends

Overcome obstacles in an environment with more emphasis on hard skills than emotional intelligence

Learn to use best practices of women leaders in tech for establishing expertise as a key differentiator 

Leverage the power of relationships—even for introverts dealing with other introverts

Learning Objectives 



+ Women in Tech Roles!
+ 12-15 Years Career Experience!
+ Significant Career Advancement!
+ High Aspirations!
+ High Performing!

Who Should Participate? 
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6 Interactive Web-based Discussion Topics 
(90 minutes each) Hosted by Bonnie St. John, each session is highly interactive and includes small 
group discussions, polling, Q&A, and more. 

Self-paced Work for Each Topic 
Pre and post work activities deepen the monthly discussion and help participants put the ideas in 
practice. We employ videos, articles, and online chats for a lively experience. 

Action Steps and Small Team Support 
For each topic, participants choose actions steps using the GROW model and work in small teams for 
accountability and peer coaching.
 
Executive Guest Speakers 
Listen to short podcasts of Bonnie interviewing thought leaders and senior business executives about 
the issues relevant to our participants.
 
Live Networking 
We coordinate with participants to facilitate networking events in various local or regional geographies.
 
“Pay It Forward” 
(Capstone Project)  Each participant shares her wisdom with peers and leaves a legacy for future 
participants by creating an article, video, or presentation.

Conclusion and Graduation 
Recognition for the Capstone projects, collect metrics, and celebrate success.



§  Empower more Tech Women to 
Aspire to Leadership

§  Improve Engagement and Retention 
of Female Tech Talent

§  Expand the Pipeline with Women 
Tech Leaders

§  Attract Female Tech Talent Interested 
in Leadership Development	
	

Benefits for Participating 
Companies 



49% 
REPORTED:  

New Promotion 
Job Shadow 

 Stretch Assignment 
or Visibility Opportunity 

57% 
MORE Interested in  
Advancing Career 
Than Before Program 

Expanded Their 
Strategic Network 

70% CONCRETE CHANGES:

SPONSORSHIP BREAKTHROUGHS:

94% 	
“Significantly Changed 
the way I approach my WORK”!

92% 	

BUSINESS IMPACT:

“Significantly Changed 
the way I approach my CAREER”!

Better At:  
Stepping up to Greater Responsibility 
Mentoring Others!
Quantifying My Performance Results!
Leading my Team!
Communicating in Meetings!

Better At:  
Evaluating Next Steps!
Strategic Thinking!
Verbalizing Long and Short-tem Goals!
Initiating Career Progress!
Taking Risks!
Asking for Feedback!
Overcoming Barriers!
Embracing Opportunities Outside Silo!
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Measurable Results for Participants 



More  
IMPAC 

 

“My supervisor noticed that my confidence 
is much higher and I have refined my 
problem-solving abilities.”

“I was recently given four new teams to 
manage, and have been involved in 

multiple national level projects!” 

“This course has allowed me an opportunity to 
reflect and build on my beliefs, management style, 
organizational skills, and the ability to become not 
just a leader, but an effective leader.” 

“My boss is moving on to another position and I am 
being seriously considered to step into his role. This 
would have never happened before this program.”

“This course knocked my socks off –  
and I never want to put them back on!”  

“I learned in this course that 
my personal brand is the 
engine of my career.”

“I gained a solid support system from other 
participants who struggled with the same 
things.”

“I have identified an area of interest for the next step in 
my career path, and I reached out to leadership within 
that organization. This is something I would never 
have done prior to this program!”

“This program was the breakthrough I 
needed to recharge my batteries, take 

charge and move forward.“

“It has been more than a privilege 
to train with such a dynamic 

leadership team!”



Bonnie St John, CEO of Blue Circle Leadership Institute, is perhaps 
best known as a highly acclaimed Fortune 500 leadership 
consultant, the first African-American ever to win medals in Winter 
Olympic competition, a former White House economic official, and 
the best-selling author of seven books.

Most people don’t know, however, that Bonnie started to code at 
age 12, learned five languages, and freelanced in programming 
before working full time for IBM in tech sales.  

She has been featured extensively in both national and international 
media including: The Today Show, GMA, CNN, CBS Morning News, 
PBS, NPR, and The New York Times, as well as Forbes, People, 
“O”, Essence, and Success magazines. 
 
NBC Nightly News called Bonnie, "One of the five most inspiring 
women in America." 
	



Host and Facilitator, Bonnie St. John 



The Blue Circle Leadership Institute partners with innovative 

companies and organizations of all sizes to support leaders who 

are at the forefront of business transformations. From the Fortune 

500 to professional organizations and associations, we equip our 

clients with unique tools and techniques to help them create a 

culture within their organizations that can sustain rapid growth, 

increase resilience, and thus generate breakthrough performance 

that transfers to bottom-line business results. Based on our 

decades of experience and expertise in academic research, 

instructional design, marketing, and business communication, we 

design customized, interactive, engaging, just-in-time solutions 

that guarantee the most efficient and actionable development 

experiences possible.



At Blue Circle, we have one goal:  To help the best get even better.

Our clients include:



For more information or to inquire about bringing the 
Women in Tech Leadership program to your organization

Please contact:


Robert Newman
VP, Partnerships 
E: GetStarted@BlueCircleLeadership.com
P: 845 303-3068
	

Getting Started 
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